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Gentlemen:
Law Engineering Testing Company has completed the authorized subsur-

face investigation and engineering evaluation of seepage from the Petit
Cove Dam in Dawson County, Georgia. The dam, which is approximately 125
feet high and approximately 900 feet long, is part of the Big Canoe project,
and is located approximately 65 miles north of Atlanta. This report pre-
sents the findings of the investigation along with our evaluations and re-
comrr.endations.

Our initial observations of the dam indicated a spring in the right
abutment approximately 100 feet from the embankment face. The e~bankment
face was wet on the right side up to approximately the second berm. Major
seepage of water was observed at the intersection of the embankment face
and the left abutment. We were informed that the measured flow was approxi-
mately 50 gallons per minute.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the most probable
seepage paths and to recommend appropriate solutions for controlling flow
of this water. The investigation consisted of soil test borings on the dam
abutments, visual observation of the dam, the installation of piezometers
on the downstream face of the dam, data review of pertinent material regard-
ing the construction of the dam, and discussions with Mr. William E. Edens
of Baldwin & Cranston Associates in regard to construction of the dam.
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I~VESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES
Field Investigation: The nature and consistency of the abutment soils

were investigated by two soil test borings. The borings were drilled at
locations shown on the accompanying site plan. The borings were located in
the field by our drill crew by taping distances and estimating right angles
from prominent site features. Standard penetration tests were performed at
regular intervals within the borings. The drilling and sampling procedures
used conformed to ASTM Designation 0 1586-70.

Rock was cored in both of the soil test borings to determine the nature
and continuity of the rock underlying the site. The procedures used during
rock coring conformed to ASTM Designation 0 2113-62.

Test boring records are attached graphically showing soil descriptions,
ground surface elevations, and penetration resistances. Rock descriptions,
recovery percentages, and the bit size used are shown on the accompanying
core boring records. The method of soil test boring and rock coring are
discussed in more detail in the Appendix.

Piezometers: The phreatic surface on the downstream face of the dam
was meas uredbYpi ezometers. Fi ve pi ezometers were ins ta lled on the down-
stream berms by augering 20 feet into the dam. A casing (2 inch diameter
minimum) was inserted into the auger boring, and a small diameter pipe was
located within the casing. The small diameter pipe extends below the out-
side casing pipe and is seated into a well graded sand. The sand is used
to fill the void created by the pipes. A bentonite clay is used for seal-
ing the void from rising water.
AREA GEOLOGY

Dawson County is located in the southern Piedmont Physiographic Region,
which contains the oldest geologic formations in the southeastern United
States. Since their origin, over 600 million years ago, these Precambrian
rocks have undergone repeated cycles of metamorphism, folding, faulting,
and intrusion.

The parent rocks in this region are composed primarily of quartz, feld-
spar, mica, and a w ide variety of the dark minerals such as hornblende and
the various pyroxenes. Because of their crystalline structure, chemical de-
composition occurs first as a breakdown along boundaries of individual min-
eral crystals. As a result, partially weather-ed rock has the appearance of
a dense sand. The crystals occupy the same position as they occupied in the
original rock. \;Jithfurther wea ther inq , the individual crystals are attacked
and the ~ass becomes a micaceous silty sand or a micaceous sandy silt in
wh ich the original banding of the parent rock is apparent but in wh ich the
original crystalline structure is obscured. Finally, in the more advanced
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stases of chemical weathering, the materia s change into a red or reddish
b rown silty clay or clayey silt. The or iq nal structure and banded appear-
ance are lost. Soils formed by this chemical weathering process of the un-
derlying rock are called "residual".
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

Four major subsurface soils were encountered by our exploration. These
are: 1.) fill soils, 2.) residual soils. 3.) very hard soils and partially
weathered rock, and 4.) rock. At the ground surface, a th in 1ayer of the
gravel base course of the roadway was encountered in both the borings as
shown on the boring logs.

Fill Soils: The dam embankment is compacted soil fill. Fill soils
were encountered in both soil test borings and in all of the piezometer
borin~s. Both ~oi1 test borings encountered approximately 1 foot of base
course material for use in the roadway construction. The maximum depth of
fill soil in the soil test borings was 8.5 feet in Boring B-2, while fill
soil was encountered in all the piezometer borings to their termination
depth. The consistency of the fill soils varied from hard to very stiff.
The fill soil consisted of brown, fine to coarse, sandy micaceous silt in
Borings B-1 and B-2, while in piezometers P-l through P-5 the soil was a
brown gravelly mi caceous silt. Sma ll rock boul ders It/ereencountered wi th in
SOGe of the piezometer borings.

Residual Soils: Both soil test borings encountered residual soils. Re-
sidual soils are those soils wh ich have been formed by the in-place weather-
ing of the crystalline rock. The residuum at the site is generally very
stiff to hard b rown to reddish brown fine sandy micaceous silt. The upper
residual soils vary in thickness from approximately 3.5 feet in Boring B-2
to 5.0 feet in Boring B-1.

Very Hard Soils and Partially \·Jeathered Rock: There is a transition
zone of very hard soils or partially weathered rock below the upper residual
soils, and above the relatively sound unweathered rock. The partially weather-
ed rock zone is very dense or very hard in cons is tency. This material is
also residual soil in that it has been formed by the in-place weathering of
the underlying rock. Within this zone, weathering has not proceeded to an
advanced stage, and represents a lesser degree of weathering. While the par-
tially weathered rock or very hard soil material can be classified as very
dense or very hard soil, it retains a rock-like character and banded appear-
ance similar to the sounder unweathered rock which it overlies. The par-
tially weathered rock zone varied in thickness from approximately 17 feet in
Boring B-2 to 29 feet in Boring B-1.

Rock: Refusal to the dri 11ing process was encountered in the two soil
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test borings at depths of 35 feet in Bor;ilg B-1 and 30 feet in Boring B-2.
Core boring procedures were used in these borings to penetrat2 the rock and
to determine its character and continuity. The rock is a gray granitic
gneiss with weathered seams. Generally, the upper surface of the rock is
soft to moderately hard. With an increase in depth, the rock hardness gen-
erally increased to hard or very hard. The upper rock zone is fractured and
jointed, and contains numerous weathered seams. The upper rock zone has ver-
tical joints as well as horizontal joints.
EMBANKMENT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

\~ehave recei ved from Baldwin and Crans ton Associ ates, a copy of the
general plan and profile of the dam and spillway, the drainage system and
low level outlet plan and profile, and the earthwork details. The dam has a
maximum width at the base of approximately 825 feet, a crest length of ap-
proximately 900 feet, and is approximately 125 feet high. The lake level
is at approximately Elevation 1635, while the top,of the dam is at approxi-
mate Elevation 1645. The lowest portion of the embankment extends down to
approximate Elevation 1517 at the low level outlet. The upstream face of
the dam has a rip rap blanket layer between Elevations 1638 to 1633 for the
protection of this slope, while the downstream face of the dam has been
grassed. The surrounding abutments are heavily wooded and contain little
other vegetation.

t'lateria1for the core of the darn is supposed to be a clayey silt or
silty clay (r~l or ci). The slope of the core material is approximately
l(H):2(V). ~'1aterialfor the shell of the dam is supposed to be a silty sand
(SM). The slope of the upstream side of the dam is 3.5(H) :l(V), while the
downs t ream slope is 2.5(H):1(V) between berms. On the downstream face there
are 6 berms approximately 10 feet in width. The berms slope slightly toward
the dam. The materials for both the core and the shell were designed to be
placed in thin lifts (9 inches maximum loose thickness) and compacted to 100%
of its maximum dry density as determined by the Standard Proctor' compaction
test (ASTM Designation 0 698, Method-A).

The internal drainage system for the dam was designed to be a a inch
asbestos cement perforated pipe embedded in a 4 foot square sand filled
trench. This 8 inch pipe traversed the valley bottom on the downstream face
of the core, approximately 230 feet from the east-west centerline of the dam.
Two 4 foot square sand drains (without a pipe) extend up the abutments at the
abutment-core intersection. The low level outlet for the dam is a 30 inch
reinforced concrete pipe. The low level outlet pipe travels along the north-
south centerline of the dam for approximately 400 feet to the intersection
with the east-west centerline of the dam. At that point, the outlet pipe
curves and intersects the internal drainage system on the left side where
two 8 inch asbestos cement pipes join the 30 inch out1et pipe and extend to
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the exit on th2 d:y·;nstreamface of the am. The collectcr box for the
outlet pipe and the internal drainage p pe consist of a 18 foot by 10 foot
reinforced concrete box structure.

The following information was provided us by Mr. William E. Edens, of
Baldwin and Cranston Associates. vie ItJereinformed by Nr , Edens that the
measured seepage loss was approximately 50 gallons per minute from the left
abutment. \'}ewere also informed that the core materials used were actually
CL and ML materials, while the shell material was an ML or SC. The materials
It/erecompacted to 100% of the Standard Proctor density tests. The abutment
slopes on the upstream face are nearly vertical due to the stripping of the
slopes for borrow material. \'Jewere informed that the core trench is located
5 to 10 feet into the abutment faces, and was extended through the alluvial
material in the stream bed but does not extend to sound rock. The material
upon wh ich the core trench is resting is weathered rock that is very frac-
tured and blocky. The low level outlet drain was relocated slightly west
of the design plan location.

The following observations were made by the writers during site visits.
Observation and examination of the dam and surrounding abutment slopes revealed
a IIspringliin the right abutment approximately 100 feet from the embankment
face. Also, very small boils were observed along the right abutment near
the toe of the dam. The embankment face was wet on the right side up to
approximately the second berm. Either rain water or seepage water wa~ ob-
servedponding on the lower berms of the right side of the dam. Minor
sloughing has occurred along the right abutment and dam interface above
the third berm.

A major seepage of water vias observed between the toe and the first
berm at the intersection of the left abutment and the dam. A significant
flow of water was also observed along the left abutment beyond the toe of
the dam. The water in this area appeared to be flowing through the fractured
rock of the abutment and exited from the holes created by tree roots. Ob-
servation and examination of the area indicated that no soil material was
being transported by the seepage water.

Observations made during a more recent site visit, revealed a large wet
area located in the middle of the dam on the third berm. A pine straw mat
was placed on the wet area. Observation of the internal drainage system of
the dam revealed a heavier flow of water on the recent site visit than on
earlier site visits. Small boils were also found in the creek channel di-
rectly south of the internal drainage system and low level outlet.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary purpose of our investigation Vias to eva luat.e probable seepage
paths and make recommendations for control of the observed seepage. The follow-
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ing recc~~Endations are basej en the above visual observations, structu~al
infor~atior, the data obtained by our borings; and our oast experience with
evaluation of existing earth fill dams.

The present condition of the dam is such that the following alternatives
for remedial action may be considered to control the seepage water . These
alternatives are:

1. To attempt to seal the flow of water through the dam and
through the abutment slopes by grouting or an upstream
blanket on the dam and abutment faces.

2. To control the seepage by collecting it and channelling
it into conduits so that loss of soil fines from the em-
bankment and abutments by seepage erosion (piping) is pre-
vented. This will require installation of filtered drains
along the dam and abutment interfaces as well as external
drains on the berms.

Grouti ng of the seamy and fragmented rock with a cement or chemi ca 1
grout curtain is a very expensive operation, and wou ld require extensive or-out-
ing in the abutment areas. Grouting is not effective in stopping seepage-un-
less practically all of the voids through which the water is moving are com-
pletely filled with grout.

An alternative to grouting would be to place an upstream blanket of im-
pervious soil on the embankment and abutment faces. This would require drain-
ing the lake to provide access to the upstream faces of the embankment and
abutrnents. This does not appear taus to be a practical solution, in that a
substantial quantity of relatively impervious clayey soil (CL) wou Id be re-
quired, and is probably not available.

We also believe that grouting is not a practical alternative, in that it
is relatively expensive, would require extensive drilling in order to penetrate
the numerous joints, fractures, and seams of the rock, and may not be particu-
1arly etrect: ve. Therefore, Vie recommend that you 9i ve pri ma ry cons i de r at ion
to controlling the effects of seepage by collecting it into filtered conduits.

The primary concern in controlling the seepage is protecting the in-
tegrity of the dam by preventing piping of the embankment and abutment soils.
The prevention of piping can be accomplished by the adequate installation of
filter blankets and drains. The areas of greatest concern are the abutm2nts
below the dam, the intersection of the abutments with the dam, and the berms
of the downstream face of the dam.

The problems associated with the seepage can be c~tegorized into each
area and the type of seepage problem (see Figure 5). The left abutment on
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the downstream side or !ne dam has major seepage accuring at the ab~t~2nt-
emban~ment interface, and through the residual soils of the abutment. The
right abutment also has seepage through the abutment residual soils and the
embankment fill as well as sloughing near the interface of embankment and
abutment 0:1 the third berm, Elevation 1580. On the downs trearn face of the
dam, minor sloughing has occurred approximately at the middle of the second
berm) Elevation 1560. The three upper berms on the downstream face (Ele-
vation 1580, 1600 and 1620 respectively), has ponding of surface runoff)
while the two lower berms (Elevations 1540 and 1560) has seepage water
ponding due to the high phreatic line intersecting at these berms.

Remedial action in the areas of concentrated seepage (see Figure 5)
should consist of undercutting of the loose soils and the installation of
filtered drains. The undercutting and removal must be done under the in-
spection of a qualified soils engineer to avoid excessive removal of the
embankment soils. The depth of undercutting as determined by the soils
engineer can be accomplished by manual labor or by a tractor-mounted back-
hoe. Installation of the filtered drain can be as follows (see Figure 6):

1. Shape the bottom of the trench and place a 12 inch
fil~er layer of graded sand in the bottom of the
trench to separate the shell material from the
coarse aggregate drainage layer. The graded sand
should meet the gradation requirements of ASTM
Designation C-33 for Concrete Sand.

2. Next, place a 12 inch layer of coarse aggregate such
as No. 89 stone on the fiHer sand. The coarse .ag-
gregate should conform to ASTM Designation 0-448,
Coarse Aggregate for Highway Construction.

3. A perforated pipe, minimum diameter 6 inches, should
be installed in the thickened section of the coarse
aggregate drainage layer.

4. The sand layer should surround the coarse aggregate
layer and should be used to fill the rest of the
trench.

5. An a lternat ive to the hIO layer filtered drain would
be to install a porous wall concrete pipe. This has
the advantage of requiring only a single filter layer.

6. The pipe should be designed to discharge by gravity.

LAW ENGINEERING TESTING COMPAN:Y ®
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7. Installat on of the drainage system should begin at
the downs ream end and proceed upstream.

The three upper berms, Elevations 1580, 1600 and 1620, are ponding
surface runoff. Elimination of this ponding can be done by the installa-
tion of paved concrete gutters wi th sufficient slope to discharge the sur-
face runoff to the abutments or to another paved di tch down the embankment-
abutment interface. The berms should first be graded to remove any sur-
face vegetation. A paved concrete gutter shaped to the berm slope can then
be installed (see Figure 7). The concrete gutter should be sloped to dis-
charge by gravity toward the abutments.

The two lower berms, Elevations 1540 and 1560, have water ponding on
their surface due to surface runoff and a high phreatic surface due to
seepage through the embankment. Collection of this water can be accomplish-
ed by using both an internal filtered drain and a paved concrete gutter.
The internal filtered drain can be constructed similar to the filtered
drains along the embankment-abutment interface (see Figure 6). The internal
filtered drain trench should be approximately 4 feet in width and no more
than 5 feet in depth. There should be a 12 inch layer of graded sand
meeting ASTt~ Designation C-33 to separate the drainage material from the
shell material. Next, a 12 inch layer of coarse aggregate such as No. 89
stone should be placed on top of the sand filter layer. A perforated pipe,
minimum diameter of 6 inches, should be embedded within the coarse aggregate
layer. Coarse aggregate is then placed around the pipe and the filter sand
used to fill the rest of the trench (see Figure 8). The pipe should discharge
by gravity toward the abutments. An alternative to this would be to use
porous wall concrete pipe installed in the trench surrounded by a graded fil-
ter sand. A minimum layer of 12 inches of graded sand would be required in
the bottom of the trench for embedment of the porous pipe. The paved con-
crete gutter should also be installed on the lower berms to remove surface
runoff water.

In areas of localized sloughing, the areas can be resolved in a similar
manner to that of the concentrated seepage. The areas corrected should
encompass an additional 5 feet outside the perimeter of the sloughing area.
The soft, loose soils should be undercut and removed under the inspection
of a qualified soils engineer. The depth of undercutting should be deter-
mined by the soils engineer. Remedial construction for the areas along
the embankment-abutment interface can be similar to the areas of concentrated
seepage (see Figure 6). It is not necessary to install the perforated pipe,
but provisions should be made so that it will be free draining to the next
lower berm. In areas of sloughing on the face of the dam, a 12 inch sand
filter meeting AS Tr'lDesignation C-33 should be placed be tween the shell
material and the coarse aggregate drainage layer. After the sand layer
has been placed, crushed stone, such as No. 89, should be used to fill the
excavation. The surface of the crushed stone drainage layer should exit
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and connect to the top of the paved concrete gutter so that seepage water
can be effectively removed (see Figure 9)~

As stated previously, small boils were observed near the toe of the dam.
The boils observed were along the right abutment at the toe of the dam and
along the creek channel south of the low level outlet drain. The effect of
the boils is to loosen and then transport the soil by flowing water. As
the soil within the zone of boiling is carried away by the flowing wa ter ,
a small open pit or channel can develop. This phenomenon is known as
"piping".

Since additional grading for a roadway across the toe of the dam will
be required, we recommend that a filtered drain similar to Figure 6 be con-
structed across the toe to intercept the seepage. After the roadway fill
is placed, the toe of the roadway fill and the surrounding areas should
be inspected periodically for evidence of boils or areas of concentrated
seepage. If found, they may be repaired by covering them wi th a two-layer
filter blanket of sand and stone, similar to the filters previously de-
scribed.

It is possible that cracks in the low level outlet pipe can occur due
to settlement of the dam. If cracks develop in the low level outlet, pip-
ing can occur from these cracks. Therefore, we recommend monitoring of
the low level outlet due to the settlement of the dam, both for vertical
movement of the pipe and visual observation to determine that there is
no flow of water through the low level outlet.

Periodic inspections of the low level outlet as well as the surround-
ing areas should be made., We suggest that inspection of the dam, the fil-
tered drains, and low level outlet be made by a qualified soils engineer
on a semi-annual basis for a minimum of two years, and annually thereafter.

\'Ie aporeci ate the opportunity of having assisted you on this project and
would be happy to answer any questions wh ich you may have concerning this re-port.

Very truly yours,

U\,vl Zr~GIN~ER.ING TES~ Cor~PPjNY
~ ,. ~ ..!....("'" .-~ .,..;;a..,'··~"u.a.""'-w...-;>'l\ r;:, ,1~~1 ~~...:::t'~.~~-~

JeY; Kent Lo~inae
S~ll s En~~e~ t/ f2o~4 £--( Cl-!NKJ
David E. Pauls
Civil Engineer
Registered, Georgia 6450

JKLjDEP:mo
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FI~L0 INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

SOIL TEST BORING
The borings were made by mechanically rotating a hollow-st2~ a~g2r into

the ground. After the qr-oundwe ter surface had been penetrated, ',iaterwas us ad
to fill the auger stem to a height equivalent to, or higher than, the ground-
water surface. The water was used to stabilize the bottom of the hole. At
regular intervals, soil samples were obtained with a standard 1.4-inch 1.0.,
2 -i nch O. D., sp1it-tube sampler. The sampler was fi rst seated 6 inches to
penetrate any loose cuttings and. then driven an additional foot wi th blows
of a 140-pound hammer falling 30 inches. The number of hammer blows re-
quired to drive the final foot was recorded and is designated the "standard
penetration resistance".

Representative portions of the soil samples, thus obtained, were placed
in gl ass jars and transported to our 1aboratory. In the 1abcratory , the sam-
ples were classified by a soils engineer. Test 80ring Records are attached,
graphically showing the soil descriptions and penetration resistances.

The soil samples obtained are presently in storage. ~Ie plan to dispose
of these samples in 60 days unless instructed to do otherw ise .

ROCK CORING
Core drilling procedures were performed in accordance with ASTM Speci-

fication D2113-62T. This drilling procedure consists of coring the material
with a diamond-studded bit fastehed to the end of a hollow double-tube core
barrel. This device is rotated at high speeds and is capable of cutting the
hardest rock. Core samples of the material are protected and retained in
the swivel-mounted inner tube. Upon completion of the drill run, the core
barrel is brought to the surface and the samples removed and placed in
wooden boxes. The samples were returned to our laboratory where the rock was
identified and recovery determined. The recovery is the ratio of the sam-
ple length obtained to the depth drilled, expressed as a percent. The value
of the recovery is a qualitative index to the nature and soundness of the
rock. Descriptions and recoveries and the bit size used are shown on the
appropriate Test Boring Records.
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KEY TO CLASSIFICATIONS AND SYMBOLS

CORRELATION OF PENETRATION RESISTANCE WITH
RELATIVE DENSITY AND CONSISTENCY

NO. OF BL.OWS1 N REL.ATIVE DENSITY

0-4 VERY L.OOSE

4-10 L.OOSE
SANDS

10-30 FIRM

30-50 DENSE

OVER 50 VERY DENSE

CONSISTENCY

O-Z VERY SOFT

Z-4 SOFT

SILTS AND CLAYS 4-8 FIRM

8-15 STIFF

15-30 VERY STIFF

30-50 HARD

OVER 50 VERY HARD

SYMBOLS

I
ill

- UNDI STURBED SAMPL.E (UD) RECOVERED

- UNDISTURBED SAMPL.E (UD) NOT RECOVERED

-NUMBER OF BL.OWS (100) TO DRIVE THE SPOONA NUMBER OF INCHES (Z)

-CORE BARREL. SIZES WHICH OBTAIN CORES 1-1/8,1-518 AND Z-1/8INCHES IN

DIAMETER RESPECTIVEL.Y

-PERCENTAGE (65) OF ROCK CORE RECOVERED

-ROCK QUAL.ITY DESIGNATION-o/oOF CORE SEGMENTS 4 OR MORE INCHES L.ONG

- WATER TABL..E AT L..EASTZ4 HOURS AFTER DRIL..L..ING

- WATER TABL.E ONE HOUROR L..ESSAFTER DRIL.L.ING

-Loss OF DRIL.L.ING WATER

-ATTERBERG L.IMITS TEST PERFORMED

-CONSOL.IDATION TEST PERFORMED

-GRAIN SIZE TEST PERFORMED

-TRIAXIAL. SHEAR TEST PERFORMED

-PROCTOR COMPACTION TEST PERFORMED

100/Z"

AX BX, NX

650/"

RQD

A

C

GS

T

P

v -FIEL..D VANE SHEAR TEST PERFORMED

-PERCENT OF NATURAL. MOISTURE CONTENT (18)18

DRILLING PROCEDURES

SOIL. SAMPL.ING AND PENETRATION TESTING PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCEWITH ASTM 0 1586-67.

THE STANDARD PENETRATION RESISTANCE IS THE NUMBER OF BL.OWSOF A 1040POUND HAMMER

FAL.L.ING 30 INCHES TO DRIVE A Z INCH 0.0., 1.04INCH 1.0. SPL.IT SPOON SAMPL.ER ONE FOOT.

CORE DRIL.L.ING IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM DESIGNATION D Z113-6ZT.

THE UNDISTURBED SAMPL.ING PROCEDURE IS DESCRIBED BY ASTM SPECIFICATION 0 1'87-67.



TEST BORING RECo;~D

uE:~TH ~!...J:'/. i"~NltTRATION-:aLOW~ <"1:1'1 FOOT
o 1 10 U 10 '0 .•0 ~O:Ml 100

h .0
j

\!ERY DENSE GRAY A.ND vlHITE FINE
SILTY SAND - (PARTIALLY WEATHERED
ROCK)

ir: 7 . 0
!
I
I
I

- --~ ----

VERY DEilSE LIGHT BROHN ',nTH REO
TO YELLOW BROWN MICACEOUS FINE

III SILTY SAND - (PARTIALLY WEATHERED
Rn~v), ul."

I

I
28.01- -- -- --- -- -- -

I VERY HARD DARK SROWN TO LIGHT
TAN FINE SANDY SLIGHTLY MICACEOUS
SILT - (PARTIALLY WEATHERED ROCK)

I
! 3~ c:1

V'Vr' --------------------------------r---1

REMARKS: * NO R COVERY OF SAMPLE
** GRAV L - (BASE COURSE FILL)

*

1\
\'
1\

,1_6_3_0-+_-+_t--+-+_+--_+~f--+-H--H'1\~105~ 'Il

1635

1625

I
I

11"\

i ~ 100~---+---+--~+-+--~+-~+I'+I+4 °TfIT
I
I

i
1 I

1615r---~---r-+-r~-r-r~-HHI14~ 100

I
2"

R"USAL TO SOl L BORHIG OPERATI ON I
1 I (SEE CORE BORrUG RECORD) 1610 ! II I! I
L_-~~~ __ ~~ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ ~~~~~~--~

1620

B-1
801'1"1 Na N U Mail: R _..,..-~~

li-I'::i-13
OAT II: 0 ••I L Lt<: o_--:;-:~ __

7'J02Jam NUMDZ" _

LAW ENGINEERING TESTING COMPANY @



DEi'n!
FT.
35.5
37.5

62.5
65.5

75.5

88.0

95.0

DESCRIPTION CORE BIT ELEV.
% SIZE i615

REWAR)(S

n.4RD DARK GRrW G:,~ISS

NX II 40
I RQD
I 0 I I CONTAINS NUt·1EP,CUS ,_~CI,;TS• 1I 11 c r.c .~,ND SEAr'11S.I

,0\))

SOFT TO ~·1ODERATELY H,I1,RD
~8
~QD

LII~HT BRmm AND GRAY =0
WEATHERED GNEISS

1595

bO
RQD
0

HARD GRAY GNEISS 1585

0
NO RECOVERY OF SAMPLE RQD

=0
-

1575
HAS l'lEATHERED SEAf~

05 AT 85.5'
MEDIUM HARD TO SOFT BROWN RQD
TO GRAY GNEISS 1=0

1565
h7 SA~~PLE CONT.lU NS VERTICAL

VERY HARD DARK GRAY GNEISS roo FRACTURES
F6

1555
CORING TERMINATED

-:::- WATER TABLE

CORE BORING RECORD
BORING NO. B-1
JOB NO. 7502

LAW ENGINEERING TESTING CO.



O£I"TH

TEST BORING RECORD

5.0

El.ZV. I"i:NItTRATION-~LO""'S ,.1:,. FOOT
oSlO 1'1:t0 :~ ~O 10 ~ '00

1658

'-HARD BRmIN FINE TO COARSE SJVlDY - I
SLIGHTLY MICACEOUS SILT WITH **7.0

8.5
1648

1643

1638

1633

1628

H
HARD BRm'JN FINE SJ1.NDY tH C~,CEOUS***-------

HARD RED, BRm·IN AND GRAY FINE
SP\l'WY f,lICACEOUS SI LT

12.0 L - _ - - -- -

HARD LIGHT BROt,IN AND GRAY FINE
SAN DY HI CACEOUS SILT - (P,El,RTIALLYI \,IEATHERED ROCK)

!
I

i
29.0 ~I ------------------------------4---~

I R FUSAL TO SOIL TEST BORING
( EE CORE BORING RECORD)

I
I

\J
1\

~
.. I

\ j

1\

I~
IIII
I!

REMARKS: * GRAVEL - (BASE COURSE FILL)
** nm: GR';VEL - (FILL)

*** SILT lHTH ORG/tHe i1fl.TTER

LAW ENGINEERING TESTING COMPANY ®



)Ei'TH

29' .0
30.0

, 59.0

DESCRIPTION CORE BIT ELEV.
0/" SIZE 1629 REWARKS

38.0

-HARD J,:",:, ',,', G~,AY S~lE I SS
MODER,GTe:"',' :J ",;:)n TO SOFT BRO't'lt··~ I CONTAU:S NW'1EROUS 11l./.:'.J

::)3 (1'<
AND GR)!' ,-~,';T~EPED GNEISS 1'-' 1.( SEI1.1'1Sionn

~Oul 1619
I
84
RQD
t=3

HARD TO VERY HARD DARK GRAY 1609
GNEISS

40
RQD
1=60

1599

CORING TERMINATED

...

CORE BORING RECORD
B-2

< ,


